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ABSTRACT:Cement is a kind of substance with adhesive and cohesive properties, capable of binding solid 

particles together to form a dense and long-lasting concrete mass. Cement kinds other than those made mostly of 

lime are not used in civil engineering. In civil engineering, cements are used primarily to bind sand and 

aggregate particles together via a chemical reaction with water known as hydration.  

A combination was made by adding 2% and 4% by weight of sodium lauryl sulphate, a surfactant, to the weight 

of cement in order to increase the quality of the concrete. The workability, setting time, and strength of the 

concrete were evaluated using a battery of tests, including the Compressive Strength Test, the Initial and Final 

Setting Time Test, the Consistency Test, and the Slump Test. 

The concrete's workability was enhanced, and the amount of water needed was decreased, thanks to the 

inclusion of the surfactant. As a result, the concrete's compressive strength improved. Because the surfactant 

lowered the water's surface tension, less water was needed to make the concrete workable. So, adding a 

surfactant, like sodium lauryl sulphate, can boost concrete quality by enhancing its workability and compressive 

strength while decreasing the amount of water required. 
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Introduction 

Concrete is a popular construction material that is classified as a composite man-made substance. It is formed by 

combining binding materials like cement with aggregate, water, and admixture [1]. Within a concrete mixture, 

the cement and water work together to form a paste or matrix that fills the voids between the aggregate particles 

and binds them together.The addition of surfactant concretes enhances their properties, such as workability, 

strength, and decrease viscosity [2]. The addition of surfactants in cement concrete requires careful 

consideration of factors such as the type of surfactant, dosage, compatibility with other admixtures, cement 

composition, environmental conditions, and desired properties of the concrete. It is important to consult with 

experts and conduct appropriate testing to ensure the surfactants are suitable for the specific application and 

achieve the desired results. 

Surfactants are a type of molecule that possess both hydrophobic and hydrophilicproperties, making them 

amphiphilic [3]. Due to their unique structure, surfactants can reduce the surface tension between two 

immiscible phases, such as oil and water.[4] Surfactants can be produced through chemical synthesis or by using 

biological materials, which are known as biosurfactants. The reduction in surface tension that surfactants 

provide is due to their unique molecular structure, which contains both hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

components.[5] Surfactants are classified as anionic, non-ionic, and cationic, depending on the nature of the 

hydrophilic part. Theeffect of the synthetic surfactant with non-ionic and anionic surfactants on the compressive 

strength of cement mortar has been studied.[6]Sodium lauryl sulphate (SLS) is an anionic surfactant that is 

commonly used in household cleaning products such as laundry, spray cleaners, and dishwasher detergents. It is 

an effective emulsifying cleaning agent [7-8]. The concentration of SLS in consumer products can be different 

depending on theproduct and manufacturer.Typically,cosmetic products contain 0.01%-50% SLS,while cleaning 

products contain 1%-30% SLS.[9-10] 
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2. Experimental Program  

Common Portland cement is the binder of choice for making concrete. In this experiment, M25 grade concrete 

was employed, and the cement-to-sand-to-aggregate ratio was 1:1:2. Various tests will be performed on the 

samples before and after the addition of surfactant to determine the effect of surfactant on the properties of 

concrete. 

 

In all test amount of SLS percentage in taken by weight of cement. 

 

The following experiments will be performed: 
 

1-CONSISTENCY TEST OF CEMENT 

2-SETTING TIME OF CEMENT 

3-SLUMP CONE TEST OF CONCRETE 

4-COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF CEMENT 

 

2.1 CONSISTENCY TEST 

If the plunger of a Vicat instrument can penetrate the cement paste to a depth of 5 to 7 mm from the bottom, the 

cement is considered to be of standard or normal consistency. This is a crucial cement measurement since it 

shows how much water a particular cement sample needs to reach a certain consistency. [11]The Vicat test 

establishes the reference consistency by measuring the depth of penetration of the Vicat plunger into a 

standardised cement and water paste. Cement performance may be greatly improved by properly mixing it with 

the right quantity of water, and this test is often used in the construction industry to assure this. 

Surfactants can have various effects on the consistency of cement, depending on the type and dosage of 

surfactant used. Here are a few possible effects: 

 

1. Water Reduction: Surfactants, commonly known as water reducers or plasticizers, are often utilized in 

cement mixtures to decrease the amount of water necessary to achieve a desired consistency. These 

surfactants function by dispersing cement particles, enabling them to move more freely and reducing 

the friction between them. Consequently, a smaller quantity of water is required to attain the desired 

workability, resulting in a more consistent and less fluid mixture. 

2. Air Entrainment: Surfactants, specifically air-entraining agents, are utilized to introduce small air 

bubbles into the cement mixture. These bubbles have several benefits for the concrete. Firstly, they 

enhance the workability and flowability of the mixture, making it easier to handle and place. 

Additionally, the entrained air in the concrete improves its freeze-thaw resistance by providing space 

for water expansion during freezing. This helps to reduce the risk of cracking and damage, especially in 

regions with cold climates or when the concrete will be exposed to freeze-thaw cycles. 

3. Foam Formation: Surfactants can be employed to create foamed cement, a process where stable foam 

bubbles are generated and mixed with the cementitious material. This technique produces lightweight 

and low-density concrete with improved thermal insulation properties. The foam acts as a filler, 

reducing the overall density of the cement mixture and resulting in a more porous and lightweight 

consistency. 

4. Set Time Modification: Some surfactants can have an impact on the setting time of cement. Retarding 

agents, for instance, can slow down the setting process, extending the workability time of the concrete 

mixture. This can be beneficial in scenarios where there is a need for longer placement and finishing 

times, such as when dealing with large volumes of concrete or working in hot weather conditions. On 

the other hand, accelerating agents can speed up the setting time, which can be advantageous when a 

rapid strength gain is desired for time-sensitive projects. 

 

2.1 CONSISTENCY TEST OF CEMENT: 
 

OBSERVATION AND TABLE 

 

1. Weight of cement taken (g)= 400g 

2. Initial percentage of water added to cement for standard consistency is 31.6% 
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3. Quantity of water added to cement with 2% and 4% SLS respectively are 22% and 27% 

 

TABLE1: WATER TO BE ADDED 

 

SLS % 0% 2% 4% 

AMOUNT OF WATER TO BE 

ADDED (ml) 

31.6% 27% 22% 

 

 

 

FIG 1: GRAPH BETWEEN WATER % vs SLS % 

 

RESULTS: Percentage of water content for standard consistency is 22% and 27% with2% and 4% of SLS 

respectively.  

2.2.SETTING TIME OF CEMENT 

Obtaining the desired concrete setting qualities is crucial in the building industry.[12]This is because it 

facilitates the smooth running of several concrete-related processes, including moving, laying, compacting, and 

polishing. The rigidity of the concrete during its setting period is a major consideration when deciding when to 

insert it in formwork.[13] 

In general, the addition of surfactants to cement can potentially increase the setting time. This effect is not 

always observed and can depend on the specific surfactant and its dosage. Here are a few reasons why 

surfactants might increase the setting time of cement: 

 

1. Retardation Effect: Some surfactants are categorized as retarders and are specifically formulated to 

delay or slow down the setting time of cement. These surfactants function by adsorbing onto the 

surface of cement particles and impeding the hydration process. By hindering the interaction between 

water and cement, the surfactant effectively retards the formation of the crystalline structure, leading to 

an extended setting time.. 

2. Interference with Hydration: Surfactants have the potential to interact with the hydration process of 

cement, which involves the chemical reactions leading to the formation of hardened cementitious 

products. The presence of surfactants can interfere with the diffusion of water into the cement particles, 

reducing the availability of water for hydration reactions. This interference can result in a slower 

progression of hydration and, consequently, an increased setting time. 
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3. Dosage and Compatibility: The dosage of surfactant added to the cement is a critical factor that affects 

the setting time. If an excessive amount of surfactant is used, it can hinder the hydration process to a 

significant extent, resulting in a noticeable delay in setting. On the other hand, insufficient dosage may 

not have a noticeable effect on the setting time. 

It is important to note that the effect of surfactants on the setting time of cement can vary depending on their 

specific chemical properties, dosage, and interactions with the cement matrix. While some surfactants may 

increase the setting time, others may have an accelerating effect, causing the cement to set faster. 

Therefore, it is crucial to carefully evaluate and test the surfactant in the specific cement system and desired 

application to understand its impact on the setting time. The dosage of the surfactant should also be controlled to 

ensure the desired effect is achieved without undesirable delays or accelerations in the setting process. 

 

RESULT:-The initial of cement without surfactant is 126 minutes by applying 2% SLS by weight of cement 

the initial setting time increase by 8 minutes 

. 

2.3SLUMP CONE TEST 

The slump test is a standard procedure for gauging the new concrete's fluidity. Slumped new concrete's dip in 

height is measured to ascertain its workability. It is essential for on-site construction success that the 

flowability of concrete be precisely predicted throughout the concrete mixture design phase. As the 

complexity of building projects using concrete rises, so does the strain on material engineers to ensure that the 

final product is both highly workable and has the mechanical qualities called for by the design.[14] 

 

 

1. Increased Workability: Surfactants, particularly plasticizers or superplasticizers, are commonly used 

to enhance the workability of concrete. These surfactants function by dispersing cement particles and 

reducing the surface tension of water. This results in increased fluidity and improved flow of the 

concrete, making it easier to handle and place. As a result, the slump value increases, indicating 

higher workability and improved ease of placement. 

 

2. Improved Cohesion and Segregation Resistance: Surfactants have the ability to enhance the cohesion 

and stability of concrete mixes, reducing the risk of segregation. They achieve this by modifying the 

surface properties of the cement particles, facilitating better particle dispersion and reducing the 

tendency of particles to settle or separate. This leads to improved homogeneity and resistance to 

segregation, as indicated by an increased slump value. 

 

TABLE 2: RESULTS OF SLUMP CONE TEST 

 

SLS PERCENTAGE 0% 2% 4% 

SLUMP VALUE(mm) 45mm 142mm 193mm 
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FIG 2: GRAPH BETWEEN SLUMP VALUE vs SLS% 

2.4 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 

The IS Code was used to calculate the compressive strength of concrete specimens with dimensions of 150 

millimetres by 150 millimetres by 150 millimetres. Three examples per age and kind of concrete were tested 

at 7 and 28 days.[15] Concrete mixes containing 4% Sodium Lauryl Sulphate (SLS) and without surfactant 

were compared to determine surfactant's impact on compressive strength. 

1. Improved Particle Dispersion: Surfactants, particularly water-reducing agents or superplasticizers, play 

a crucial role in enhancing the dispersion of cement particles. These surfactants reduce the surface 

tension of water, enabling better wetting and coating of the cement particles. As a result, the cement 

particles are more uniformly distributed throughout the mixture, leading to improved hydration and a 

denser concrete matrix. The increased density and improved particle packing contribute to higher 

compressive strength of the concrete. 

 

2. Water-to-Cement Ratio Reduction: Surfactants, particularly water-reducing agents, allow for a 

reduction in the water-to-cement ratio while maintaining the desired workability of the concrete 

mixture. By lowering the water content in the mixture, the surfactant helps to achieve a more optimal 

cement hydration process. This reduction in the water-to-cement ratio leads to increased strength 

development and improved overall mechanical properties, including higher compressive strength of 

the hardened concrete. 

 

3. Enhanced Cement Hydration: Surfactants have the ability to promote the hydration of cement by 

facilitating the penetration of water into the cement particles. By reducing the surface tension of 

water, surfactants enable it to more effectively penetrate the cement particles and participate in 

hydration reactions. This enhanced hydration process ensures a more complete and efficient cement 

hydration, resulting in increased strength development of the concrete. 

 

4. Reduced Microscopic Voids and Porosity: Surfactants play a crucial role in minimizing the formation 

of microscopic voids and porosity within the concrete matrix. By improving particle dispersion, 

reducing water content, and enhancing hydration, surfactants help to mitigate the development of 

voids and air pockets. This reduction in voids and porosity contributes to a more compact and dense 

concrete structure, which is associated with higher compressive strength and improved overall 

durability. 

It's important to note that the specific effect of a surfactant on the compressive strength of concrete will 

depend on various factors, including the type of surfactant, dosage, cement composition, aggregate 
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properties, curing conditions, and other mix design parameters. The selection and dosage of the surfactant 

should be carefully considered to optimize the compressive strength while maintaining other desired 

properties of the concrete. Proper testing and evaluation should be conducted to ensure the surfactant's 

compatibility with the specific concrete mixture and to verify its effect on compressive strength. 

TABLE 3: COMPARISION OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGH WITH AND WITHOUTSLS 

 

 

MIX 

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH(N/mm
2
) 

CURING DAYS 

7 DAYS 14 DAYS 28 DAYS 

M0 17.5 22.44 25.33 

M1 18.22 23.11 26 

M2 19.55 23.77 27.11 

 

 
 

GRAPH3: COMPARISON OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGHT 

 

M0=MIX WITH  0% OF SLS 

M1=MIX WITH 2% OF SLS 

M2=MIX WITH 4% OF SLS 

 

3.Conclusions       

Based on the above test study, following conclusion can be drawn 

The addition of surfactants to cement concrete can result in significant improvements in its properties. 

Surfactants, such as water-reducing agents or plasticizers, play a crucial role in enhancing the workability of 

concrete by dispersing cement particles and reducing the surface tension of water. This leads to increased 

fluidity, improved flow, and higher slump values, making the concrete easier to handle and place. 

 

1. The amount of water to be added in normal mixture is more than the mixture in which surfactant is added. 

Thus the amount of water required for concrete mix is decreased. 

2. Initial and final setting of concrete mixture is increased in which surfactant is added. 

3. The workability of concrete is enhance by the addition of surfactant. 

4. The compressive strength of concrete is increased in which surfactant is added. 
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